Schedule of Rates

Name: Rasier, LLC
Mailing Address: 1455 Market Street, 4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Telephone Number: (415) 805 2336
Date: January 27, 2020, proposed effective date of February 10, 2020

Rasier, LLC ("Rasier") rates for cities in Maryland will be made available at the following websites:
https://www.uber.com/cities/baltimore. Current rates for trips conducted by drivers who connect with passengers via the uberX, uberXL, uberComfort, and uberPOOL products on the Uber app in Maryland are listed below. The uberX product connects drivers of vehicles that seat four or more passengers to interested riders. The uberXL product connects drivers of vehicles that seat six or seven passengers to interested riders. The uberComfort product connects drivers of vehicles that seat four or more passengers, are newer, and have extra legroom and headroom to interested riders. The uberPOOL product connects drivers to riders interested in sharing their ride with other riders.

Rates for Greater Maryland Service Areas (trips that begin in Maryland locations other than the Baltimore or Washington, DC Service Areas)
Minimum Rate: $0
Default Rate for uberX: $0-$3.04 (base fare) + $0-$0.31 per minute + $0-$1.74 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberX: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberXL: $0-$4 (base fare) + $0-$0.30 per minute + $0-$1.71 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberXL: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberComfort: $0-$2.48 (base fare) + $0-$0.44 per minute + $0-$1.44 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberComfort: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Booking Fee: $0-$3.00 (uberX); $0-$3.15 (uberXL); $0-$3.90 (uberComfort)

Rates for Baltimore Service Area (trips that begin in Baltimore City, Baltimore Country, and a portion of Anne Arundel County)
Minimum Rate: $0
Default Rate for uberX: $0-$1.15 (base fare) + $0-$0.32 per minute + $0-$0.97 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberX: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberXL: $0-$3 (base fare) + $0-$0.35 per minute + $0-$1.51 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberXL: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberComfort: $0-$1.65 (base fare) + $0-$0.44 per minute + $0-$1.07 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberComfort: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Booking Fee: $0-$2.85 (uberX); $0-$2.60 (uberXL); $0-$3.70 (uberComfort)

Rates for Washington, DC Service Area (trips that begin in Montgomery or Prince George’s Counties)
Minimum Rate: $0
Default Rate for uberX: $0-$1.22 (base fare) + $0-$0.31 per minute + $0-$0.81 per mile (the base fare for uberX with car seat is $0-$11.71)
Maximum Rate for uberX: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberXL: $0-$4 (base fare) + $0-$0.32 per minute + $0-$1.95 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberXL: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberPOOL: $0-$0.75 (base fare) + $0-$0.26 per minute + $0-$0.81 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberPOOL: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate.
Default Rate for uberComfort: $0-$1.82 (base fare) + $0-$0.42 per minute + $0-$0.92 per mile
Maximum Rate for uberComfort: Fifteen times the maximum Default Rate. Booking Fee: $0-$2.80 (uberX); $0-$2.25 (uberXL); $0-$2.80 (uberPOOL); $0-$3.60 (uberComfort)

Additional fees include a $2.50 fee on all trips to or from Baltimore Washington International Thurgood Marshall Airport and local fees charged pursuant to Md. Ann. Code, Pub. Utils. § 10-406. Rates may increase or decrease in real time, including for the purpose of balancing supply and demand. The prospective passenger will be advised of the applicable fare being charged, or will have the option to request an estimated fare, prior to accepting the trip.

If a trip is cancelled after it has been accepted by a TNO, the rider may incur a cancellation fee. Riders will be notified of the fee, including the amount of the fee, before the trip is cancelled. A long pickup fee may be charged when the TNO's estimated time to pickup exceeds eight (8) minutes. The fee will be based on the time and distance rates outlined above. A fee may be charged for a TNO's wait time after the TNO arrives at the rider's pickup location. Tolls incurred by a TNO during a trip may be charged to the rider.

Riders are responsible for the cost of repair for damage to, or necessary cleaning of, TNO vehicles and property in excess of normal wear and tear damages. Such repair and cleaning fees up to $350 may be applied as necessary, with advance notice to the rider; however, in the event of extensive damage, Rasier reserves the right to facilitate payment by the rider for up to the full cost of repair and cleaning. Additional fees of up to $2 may be charged for multiple pickups on trips arranged through the uberPOOL product or other shared ride trips. Additional fees of up to $10 may be charged to transport pets (though riders with service animals may take a trip without any additional charge for the animal).

Signature of Authorized Representative:

________________________________
Francois Chadwick